EPDM FLOORING MAINTENANCE

EPDM (Ethylene Propylene Diene Methylene) is a synthetic rubber
and is largely used for various sports surfaces, running tracks, kids
play area, safety flooring etc. It is considered as one of the safest
floorings for children’s play area. There are many advantages of
EPDM flooring:
EPDM can either lay directly with PU or else make a sandwich with SBR to
reduce the cost. For kids play are general accepted norms for thickness selection of EPDM safety flooring is of 36 mm or 25 mm, depending upon the
free fall height. EPDM flooring consists of rubber granules which reduces
the head impact if children fall from a specific height.
EPDM can either lay directly with PU or else make a sandwich with SBR to
reduce the cost. For kids play are general accepted norms for thickness selection of EPDM safety flooring is of 36 mm or 25 mm, depending upon the
free fall height. EPDM flooring consists of rubber granules which reduces
the head impact if children fall from a specific height.
EPDM flooring requires minimum maintenance and it is stain resistant and
has minimal chances of swelling up from water. EPDM is not only a great
option for Children’s Play area but it can be also applied on different outdoor courts such as tennis, basketball and running tracks.

EPDM Flooring Care Instructions for keeping
it safe & maintained for a longer period:

• Regular cleaning of this floor is advised
• Sweep it regularly with a soft broom
• Use soapy water to clean the spots
• Use only mild detergents
• Avoid using hard brush
• Avoid harsh detergents or solvents that may damage the surface.
• Resist the urge to power wash the surface as it may dislodge the
EPDM granules, degrade the PU binder and weaken the surface.
• If you want to sanitize the surface, use only special floor sanitizers
available to clean poured rubber surfaces

General Playground Safety Rules and
Guideline for Kids

1) There must be an adult with each child or group of children on the playground at all times. Any problems to be reported to the adult in charge or
whoever assisting you.
2) No oversize clothing or hoodies or clothes with drawstrings are allowed
on the play area.
3) Be clear about the age group the playground is intended for.
4) Be extra careful for climbing equipment and never touch anyone who is
climbing. Wait your turn instead of trying to climb too.
5) No pushing, shoving, hitting, teasing, bullying, or unkind words.
6) No running, playing tag or chase games on or around playground equipment.
7) When you get on or off equipment, make sure there is no one in the way.
8) Touch the playground equipment before you start to play. If it is wet, hot
or cold, do not play. Tell an adult.
9) If there is more than one person want to use the same equipment, get in
line and wait for your turn. Do not hold places or try to jump the line.
10) Use the equipment as it is intended to be used. Ask an adult if you are
not sure how to use the equipment.

